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US Fleet Tracking Provides Fleet Managers With Tips To Optimize Usage Of
The GPS Tracker Mobile App

US Fleet Tracking talks about ways to get information quickly while viewing with the GPS
tracker mobile screen.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (PRWEB) January 27, 2016 -- Being a fleet manager means being busy and doing
far more than just managing other people. Fleet managers have the task of monitoring company assets and
equipment, too. A lot of fleet managers have found that GPS tracker devices make their daily tasks much more
efficient than they were before. The GPS tracker system is simple to learn so that fleet teams can get on the
road to success quickly. With a few clicks on a mobile phone, managers can see all of their devices and know
quite a bit about what’s going on in the field. Today, US Fleet Tracking provides fleet managers with tips to
optimize their usage of the GPS tracker mobile application (app).

Step 1.) Log-In to the system and there is an option to save log-in information after initially signing in so as to
make it quicker for the future.

Step 2.) After logging into the system it’s pretty easy to navigate around by “clicking” or tapping on your
smartphone’s screen. At the bottom of the screen users will see a spot where they can click on devices, so they
should click it!

Step 3.) A screen opens up which gives the user some very basic information right at a glance. The list of
devices have the letter “i” next to them which are color coded for a one-second recognition of what is going on.
The clear letter “i” means that a particular vehicle is stopped or not being used. Yellow indicates that a vehicles
is in idle and by clicking into that device more information can be seen such as; how long that vehicle has been
idle and the address where they are located. Devices in the list with green next to them means that those
vehicles are on the move and clicking on a particular vehicle will give information such as how fast that vehicle
is moving.

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3! In just a few clicks into the system managers are able to obtain automatic visuals on all
their drivers in the field and know exactly what each driver is doing. Furthermore, managers utilizing GPS
trackerdevices in their company vehicles have the capability to complete a quick check-up on their fleet drivers
in a matter of seconds when they are using the mobile app.

To view US Fleet Tracking's GPS tracker devices, please click here.
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Contact Information
Sam Sims
US Fleet Tracking
http://www.usfleettracking.com/
+1 405.726.9919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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